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June 2011 PCTU President’s Letter

W

ith the recent rise in temperatures, summer seems to have definitely
arrived, even if it is not yet official on the calendar.

A lot of projects and activities have gone on over the last month. We had a
very successful Fly Fishing School on April 30th. There were 24 students
who enthusiastically enjoyed their day at Harmon Field as well as their “onthe-water” experience with their respective mentor. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Brandon Apodaca and the entire team of volunteers
for this terrific program.
May saw the chapter volunteers participate in delayed harvest fish stockings on the Green
and Little Rivers along with a fun filled day of kids from the Boys & Girls Club
(Henderson County) fishing or chasing newts at Stu’s pond. Despite the slightly smaller
turnout for the May chapter meeting, everyone seemed to enjoy learning or demonstrating
the best of fly tying.
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Please make sure to mark your calendars for a few key upcoming events over the next
couple of months including:
·
Rivercourse June 19th – 24th at Lake Logan Center near Canton. If you would like
more details about volunteer opportunities, please contact Linda Byington at
Linda.Byington188@gmail.com
·
June Chapter Meeting on Thursday, June 9th with an excellent program on muskie
fishing planned.
·
PCTU Chapter Picnic on Saturday, July 16th at the Kellogg Center. Watch for more
details.
Thanks again to everyone for your continued support and involvement with the chapter.
See you on the water.
Kiki Matthews

NEW ENTHUSIASTS “HOOKED”

O

n Saturday, April 30th, twenty-four eager students arrived at Harmon Field in Tryon to
participate in the PCTU annual Fly Fishing School. It was a beautiful day with pleasant temperatures and lots of sunshine. The students came from not only nearby towns but
from several South Carolina locations and even as far as Cleveland, Ohio.
Each of the students got an overview of basic equipment needs and safety tips along with a
casting overview before they split into groups to get some in depth instruction on line
management / knots; casting (both on land and in the stream); and streamside technique /
entomology. It was great to see that during the casting section, a number of our students
actually caught some of the Pacolet River’s fish!!
We got lots of great feedback and ideas from both the students and instructors to make
next year’s school an even bigger success.
Many thanks to Brandon Apodaca, who took the lead in coordinating this year’s school
along with a fabulous team of volunteers including: Steve Fromholtz; Dick Millonzi, John
& Shirley Johnson; Joe Moore; Steve Herring; Chris Ellis; Aaron Collins; Stephen Hughes;
David Pierce; Charlie Dotson; Wai Syn; Sogi Soder; Al Rogers; Bob Daubert; and Linda
Byington.
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From The Editor

T

his month’s cover is Dick Fulton fishing the Private Waters of the Davidson River.
Dick passed away on May 22, 2011.

Linda Byington is the suject of Extra! Extra! this month. When I joined the chapter in
2002 Linda was in charge of the Fly Fishing School. Next, she served on the board of
directors, then vice president and chapter president. She is presently on the board as past
president, and in charge of this year’s Rivercoarse.
In the April issue I made a plea for articles. Alan Folger responded with his article Titled
“Herters” on page 18. Articles and photos are always welcome. Send us your Dick
Fulton story or picture. jh
OUR VISION
Pursue a future where healthy populations of native and wild coldwater fish thrive in the Western North
Carolina region for following generations to enjoy.

OUR MISSION
Conserve, protect and restore coldwater fisheries and their watersheds in the Western North Carolina
region.
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Little River Stocking
May 2, 2011

T

he sunlight broke through the clouds, brightened the day and warmed up the morning.
Everybody enjoyed the stocking and we had a great turn out for the May 2nd stocking
of the Little River. It was interesting to note that the water temperature within the Little
River had risen to 55 F, which was 10 F warmer than the April 1st stocking.

The following individuals were present for the stocking: Brian Schneider, DuPont State
Forest Ranger; Kevin Gabel, Setzer Fish Hatchery; and our chapter members Bill
Wearmouth, Tim Schubmehl, Ken Voltz, Clive Morris, Peter Greko, Kim Kramer, Dick
Millonzi and Jack Soyak. Eric Folk, the DuPont State Forest Ranger who normally accompanies the TU stocking volunteers was absent due to moving into a house he and his
wife just purchased in the Hendersonville area. We all wish him good luck with the move.
The Hatchery delivered 287 pounds of trout that equaled approximately 785 fish with an
average weight of 0.37 pounds each. Brooks made up 2% of the total, 39% were Browns
and 59% were Rainbows. The fish were very active and immediately took to their new
surroundings. Many of the fish were observed surface feeding and jumping clear of the
water.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our dedicated chapter volunteers who
turned out to stock the Little River. I would also like to thank DuPont State Forest for
providing the trusty “Polaris Ranger 6x6” and a forest ranger for transporting the fish along
the river trails. It would be a near impossible task to carry the buckets of fish to the remote
stocking points without the trusty “Polaris Ranger” Jack Soyak
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Green River Stocking
May 5, 2011

O

n May 5th we had our last spring stocking and I’m sorry to report we had a
very poor showing from our membership. There was six of us to stock
1029# of fish.That’s a lot of work for so few people but we were quite lucky to
have two gentlemen from the midlands of South Carolina join us. This certainly
lightened our load. Not only did they lighten our load they were real nice guys
and we made two new friends. These new helpers are Trout Unlimited members
of the Saluda River chapter near Columbia. They were quite envious of our web
page and could tell from the web page that we had really good and meaningful
meetings. Even though we had so few members it just goes to show that usually things work out. We did have a successful stocking. Afterward there was a
meeting attended by Joe Moore, David Maxwell, John Johnson, Toby Jenkins
and a North Carolina State Fisheries Biologist (absent was Charlie Dotson). The
intent of the meeting was to find ways to improve the quality of stocking along
the Green River and to build a more positive Trout Unlimited image among the
residents of the stretch of the river that we stock. There were a lot of Ideas and
I’m sure that you all will learn more about this at the meetings or in the news
letter. It looks as though these gentlemen are building a solid future for us in
stocking the Green River and they should be applauded.
I didn’t ask the driver the reason but it was obvious that these fish were much
larger than any others at our previous stockings. So with larger fish, good
refreshments,meeting new people. Well I’d say these are all good reasons that
we should have a larger turn out. I’ll see you in the fall. Below are the names of
the members and guests that helped with the stocking:
.Dave Maxwell, .John Johnson, Buddy Kimura, Steve Herring, Gene Conley,
Joe DeMichael, Frank Bush, and Ross Fox
Snags and Snarls is published eleven times a
year by the Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited,
a non - profit organization for
its members and supporters.
Address comments to:
Snags & Snarls
PO Box 841
Hendersonville NC 287930841
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Extra! Extra!
Linda Byington
i, I’m Linda Byington and I am currently serving as
immediate past president of the Pisgah Chapter.
I
live in Tryon but hale from Charlotte, so am not too far
from home.
I came to Tryon, to fly fishing and to the
Pisgah Chapter of TU as a result of my marriage to Pat
Campbell, former PCTU board member, now deceased.
I
graduated from Queens College in Charlotte with a BS in
Business, and spent my career in the textile industry
with DuPont.

H

When I think back on the past 20 years of fly fishing for trout, I
nostalgically remember a couple of times when I simply got tired of
catching fish and sat out the remainder of the day. The first of
these now-unbelievable events was on the San Juan, outside
Farmington, NM. Pat and I fished with a guide just below the dam.
The water was deep and fast. The bottom of my vest was wet (those
who know that I am only 5’3" won’t be surprised), and every time I
picked up a foot I nearly washed away. Fortunately, our guide
stayed right by my side all morning. On this occasion every retrieve had a 20-22-inch trout. This was probably in the early
90’s, and I was a rank beginner—ergo, I guess you could say the
fish were catching me. Of course, landing a fish that size, considering my size and water conditions, was a chore. By lunchtime I
was completely exhausted, having totally lost count.
Unfortunately, poor Pat, who was far more experienced than I, hadn’t had a
single strike. So I sat on the bank and watched all afternoon.
Fortunately, his luck improved in the P.M., to my delight.
The second instance was on Santeelah Creek, an unassuming little
stream in Graham County with lots of brookies. It was a beautiful,
warm fall morning, and we had the creek all to ourselves. I stood,
unlike on the San Juan, about ankle deep and cast into a little
pool maybe a dozen fee away. Once again, every cast brought out a
fish, small, but apparently quite hungry.
After a couple of hours
of a fish on every cast, and in the same pool, I began to wonder if
I was catching the same fish over and over again. If so, it definitely wasn’t the brightest bulb on the string.
It certainly
wasn’t a challenge, but who moves to another spot so they won’t
catch fish? Once again, I was finished for the day.
Now, many years later, I would KILL for a day like either of those,
although I’m not sure I’d want to stand in water up to my vest.
These days, my catch-to-cast ratio is far lower, but then I now
realize that for me it’s about the fishing—and not the catching.
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Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited Meeting
May 12 2011

Chris Ellis ties Foam Ants

Brandon Apodaca ties “Guide Flies”
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Joe Moore ties small Davidson River Midges
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Frederick Chandler
Robert Conner
Adam Ennis
Sandy Schenck
Mark Stepp
Joseph Weigner
Chris Kiefer
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KIDS’ FISHING

DAY

his year the first (and only) KFD was held on May 7, 2011 at Dr.
Stu Cohn’s pond. Our TU chapter hosted 15 kids from the
Hendersonville Boys & Girls Club. It was a fine day, partly sunny
with the temperature on the cooler side around mid 60s in the morning. We had 13 TU members helping out with the kids. As usual,
the kids had a great time catching trout. Many of them who had
never caught a trout before were thrilled reeling them in. Some
of the screams of excitement and joy were quite deafening. Of
course, part of the fun included unraveling tangled lines and
hooks. It was wonderful to see them enjoy the sport. In all about
45 trout were caught, mostly weighing about two lbs. Each kid took
at least 2 fish home . For lunch, hot dogs with all the trimmings
were prepared and served by Scott Shaver and Dr. Cohn .Everyone had
a great time. We want to thank the following TU members for their
help:
Sogi Soder; John Johnson; Joe Moore; Charlie Dotson; Chris
Ellis; Dick Millonzi; Dr. Steve Herring; Bob Daubert; Mike
Hanesworth; Scott Shaver; Norris McDowell; Wai Syn and Dr. Stu
Cohn.
Thank you Stu, for making this important event possible for
the kids. We regret that the second KFD (on May 21) had to be cancelled because of scheduling problems with Faith Link.

T

Submitted by Wai Syn (event coordinator)
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Herters
Alan Folger
’ll have to call Orvis. A week ago I ordered what is called a “head loupe” to salvage what’s left of my eyesight.
This thing from Orvis has variable magnification, and as I am forever trying to increase the lighting on my artwork,
these magnifiers with headlights got my attention. That and the price. I’ve been abusing my eyesight for decades
now. Going back to the early seventies when I was involved in jewelry design and gemology, a head loupe was
firmly affixed to my brow day and night. With all the years of close-up, highly detailed work it’s a wonder I’m not
cross-eyed.

I

Anyway, this head loupe is no good. It’s no slam against Orvis...most everything they sell is first quality, and they
can’t be expected to be experts on everything...especially something as specialized as head loupes. The point of
focus on these is off and the so-called head lights, which are nonadjustable, point in opposite directions away from
the work zone. (Maybe if I were cross-eyed...) So I’m sending it back, and will continue using my old one.
Not to worry. I’m sure in a future catalog they’ll be pushing an updated version. Which makes me wonder how
many catalogs Orvis sends out a year. Seems like I get one about every other week, which truly tests my will
power and threatens my status as the cheapest guy on the block. It didn’t used to be this way. I was always cheap
but I never had this much temptation. Long before the days of multiple Orvis catalogs, those from Cabelas, Bass
Pro and the hundreds of other fishing gear proprietors, there was only one. Herter’s. And you only got one a year.
Growing up in a house full of anglers, the yearly arrival of their catalog was special. To see the latest and greatest
gear and stuff on the market; to study each and every item and imagine its usage; to dog ear the favorite
pages and day dream of the fish they would catch come spring kept us going through many winters.
Dad gave me free rein to order anything and everything that I thought might be effective. To this day, I still have a
number of hook assortments from Herter’s in my fly tying kit along with some old deer tails, floss, chenille, rusted
tinsel and moleskins. (Did you ever notice how those little skins look like miniature bearskin rugs, tanned and
preserved by a tribe of Lilliputian hunter/gatherers?)
I recently came across a familiar yellow and black envelop full of size 24 hooks. I’ll probably pass those along to
my grandson...at least he can see them. Since they’ve been in there for over 40 years I doubt I’ll ever use them.
And another thing...you’ll never catch me breaking out my tying stuff at any of the festivals I attend, ‘cause the first
thing I’d have to set up would be my vise. As the other tiers would be setting up their $400 Renzetti vises, I would
be sheepishly setting up my old Herter’s model...the same one you can find on EBay for just a buck or two.
I’ve been tying as the need arises for many years now, without one bit of improvement in my skill level. My flies
were, and are, functional. I’ve never been accused of being an artist with hooks and feathers. Nowadays, I tie out of
necessity. And my tying is an ongoing experiment in creativity.
Fishing Bennett Spring in Missouri one year I walked by a shallow pool where a good
number of trout had been cleaned and witnessed fish gorging on the entrails, which got
me to thinkin’. Later, with a tube of white silicone caulking, in a very unorthodox
method of “matching the hatch” I created some pretty good replicas. Did they catch
any fish? Not one, but I had a lot of fun trying. My buddy Jerry still ribs me about it, but
last year he too succumbed to creativity. Jerry supplied me with a selection of his “Nub
Worms” which were tied with a secret product found in the automotive department of
every Wal-Mart in the country. Does his creation catch fish? Yes indeed. Does it
replicate anything ever seen by a trout? Not unless they are hanging out at Wal-Mart.
But I still experience the joy that comes from catching trout on a home-made fly...I
remember the first one and the last one, but the in between ones, like my vision, are a
little blurred now.
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Dick the Rod Maker

I had the great luck of meeting Dick Fulton soon after moving to Western North Carolina, and for the next
several years, until a series of health issues slowed him down, we fished together most weeks at least once;
often several times. Our trips usually included Jim Hoskinson; then John Barsotti often joined us when he was
not fishing the back country, and a bit later Norris McDowell also joined us. Our fishing trips often included a
stop for breakfast, even if we were not going very far, and a streamside lunch. There was much time for
storytelling, and Dick certainly told his share. We never quite got to the point where we had them numbered and
could save time by just calling the number, but we could have just stated the punch lines.

In addition to storytelling, Dick’s many skills included wood carving, fly tying, grouse hunting, and the patient
instruction of those of us who were not so skilled at fishing.

Dick was an excellent fisherman, with a strong preference for dry flies. He would resort to nymphs when he
thought it necessary to catch fish, but at the first sign of a rise, or bugs in the air or on the water, he switched to
dries.

Dick also fished almost entirely with split-bamboo rods that he had made. Some years before he moved to this
area, he ordered a bamboo rod from a master rod maker and arranged to spend a week with him watching and
learning the process. With much study and work, he perfected his craft. Only once, during our years of fishing
together, did he use a “plastic” rod, as he called them, and then only because we were floating the wide waters
of the South Holston and might need to make long casts in strong winds.

Rods made by Dick are things of beauty, both in appearance, and the way they cast. I will describe one in
particular. About a year after we met, he announced when we arrived at a stream that he wanted to show us his
newest creation. He put it together and began pointing out its features, such as an up or down locking reel seat,
and special ferrules. He showed me where it was marked #19, the nineteenth one that he had made. He then
showed me the writing just above the handle, where it said “71/2 ‘ #4 to 5 line” and turned it slightly to show
where it said “Mod 905 F”, meaning ninety inches long, five weight, with a flamed finish. The next 60 degree
turn of the rod revealed the words: “Richard D. Fulton for Mike Hanesworth”. I was, of course, thrilled. I
caught many nice fish with that rod that day (this was back in the time when “delayed harvest” was really
special), and hundreds in the years since then.
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Dick never sold any of his rods, although they were very valuable. He used them and gave them to family and
friends to use. He also donated some to be used to raise funds for worthy causes. He was emphatic that he
made fishing rods, not wall decorations or closet fillers. He wanted you to fish with them. The one that I have is
a treasure, and I will continue to use it often, even though Dick used to tell anyone that he gave one to that it
came with a “lifetime warranty”, meaning the lifetime of the maker. It is special not only for what it is, but for the
memories that it will always spark of “Dick, the Rod Maker”, a great friend and fisherman.

There is much luck involved with fly fishing, even for those who think they have skill. It includes how lucky you
are to be fishing, instead of doing something else. To spend nine years knowing and fishing with Dick Fulton,
most of it with a rod that he made, is far more good luck than anyone could realistically hope for or expect.

Mike Hanesworth
May 28, 2011

Dick Fulton

I

first met Dick Fulton in July 2002 on the upper section of the North Mills River. I was
there because I had heard that there had been a small summer stocking. I walked to the
dam where I caught a few small trout. On my way back to the car I saw Dick and his
faithful black lab Tug walking along the stream. The sun caught his fly rod and I noticed
that it had metal ferrules – fiberglass, I thought. I was surprised to see another fly fisherman so I hiked down the hill. I caught up with him at his favorite spot which he called “the
rock-face pool.” As we talked we discovered that we were both members of the Pisgah
Chapter of TU and the “fiberglass rod” was in fact bamboo that he had made himself.
Looking into pool we spotted a brown trout about 12". It had obviously survived the
heavy pressure of the bait guys in June (it was
too far from the road to be recently stocked).
As we plotted how Dick would position
himself to cast to the fish Tug decided to go
swimming - spooking the fish. Much to my
surprise Dick didn’t seem to care. I later
learned that when Dick and Tug went fishing
it really wasn’t about catching fish. jh

D

ick was a dry fly fisherman. Except
for the coldest days of winter he would
fish dries, and even then if a fish rose he would
immediately switch. From the fall of 2002
through the fall of 2005 Mike Hanesworth,
Dick and I fished together nearly every week
throughout the year. Our favorite spot was the
Dick & Tug
Shelton Laurel; we always seemed to have
good luck there. On one particular winter
outing as we prepared to fish we saw a rise in
the large pool behind us. Dick had his favorite stretch below but on this day the “big
pool” would be his as he began tying on a dry fly. I went upstream prepared to fish
nymphs. When we got together for lunch I had caught 10 fish, Dick caught one on a dry
and had three rises. Dick couldn’t seem to stop talking about his one fish, and of course
those 3 rises. The foam line, and the tricky mending – really boring stuff. Mike explained
that Dick would rather catch one fish on a dry than 10 on nymphs. I recounted that story
to another dry fly fisherman and he felt that 10-1 was about the right cut-off. Over the
years I’ve come to accept this dry fly thing – but I still don’t understand all that casting
and changing flies for so few fish. jh
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Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited Directory
President

Kiki Matthews

828-696-1599

kikimatthews@bellsouth.net

Vice President.

Open

Secretary .........

Chris Ellis

864-458-6240

chris.ellis@us.michelin.com

Treasurer ........

Dick Millonzi

828-595-3905

kmillonzi@morrisbb.net

Past President..
.
Director (2010)

Linda Byington

828-817-2681

linda.byington188@gmail.com

John Kies

828-698-5207

johnkies@bellsouth.net

Director (2011)

David Pierce

828-891-8991

piercefordp@yahoo.com

Director (2011)

Mike Dennis

828-891-7219

ffmd48@yahoo.com

Director (2011)

Jim Hoskinson

828-891-8440

jimhosk@bellsouth.net

Director (2012)

John/Shirley Johnson

828-749-1370

john.johnson153@gmail.com

Director (2013)

Charlie Dotson

828-245-8469

sdotson@bellsouth.net

Director (2013)

Brandon Apodaca

828-674-5161

www.brandona52@hotmail.com

Director (2013) Joe Moore

828-551-8809

no e-mail

Webmaster

Scott Shafer

828-698-2927

www.sdshafer1@bellsouth.net

Davidson River
Project Leader

Tim Schubmehl

828-877-5163

tschubmehl@hotmail.com

Snags & Snarls

Jim Hoskinson

828-891-8440

jimhosk@bellsouth.net

Reference Phone Numbers
NC Wildlife Violations 800-662-7137
NC Wildlife Resource Comm. - Doug Bessler828-659-8684
Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219
Fish Hatchery Kiosk - Shirley Johnson horselady294@gmail.com
Water discharges on the Green River

800-829-5253

Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckasegee River
National Trout Unlimited www.tu.org
Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited www.pisgahchaptertu.org
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866-332-5253

Event Calender
·

·
·

June Board Meeting Wednesday June 1st Kelseys 6:30
June Chapter Meeting on Thursday, June 9th 6:45 - Muskie Fishing
PCTU Chapter Picnic on Saturday, July 16th 4 PM to 8 PM at the Kellogg Center.
Rivercourse June 19th – 24th at Lake Logan Center near Canton.
Linda.Byington188@gmail.com “Gillies”needed for “one on one” fishing
experi ence with students - Evenings of June 20th / 21st /22nd / 23rd

Mentors List
Chapter Members listed below are avaliable to accompany one or two members
who would like to learn more about fly fishing in our streams. If you are just beginning to fly fish, here’s an opportunity to get help from some knowledgeable
anglers.
Bob Daubert
693-6262
Alan Frank
926-4737**
Steve Fromholtz
674-2450*
Dave Maxwell
894-0308
Steve Herring
749-9352
Dale Klug
243-6783
Legend: * weekends only
** Haywood County

General Meeting Location
and Directions
Our meeting location is at the
Pardee Health Education Center
inside the Blue Ridge Mall.
Anyone travelling I-26 use
Exit is 49A.
The Blue Ridge Mall is located at
1800 Four Season’s Blvd,( US 64)
Hendersonville, NC 28759
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